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Abstract  
This project paper have implied the theories of Historical Materialism, by Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, and Cultural Hegemony by Antonio Gramsci in the investigation of if 
popular Nationalism was overruled by the class struggle in the case of Danish sailors 
fighting voluntarily for Imperial Germany in German East-Africa 1914-1918.   
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1.0 Introduction 
The first of February 1864 the Prussian and Austrian forces crossed the river Ejderen, which 
at that time was the border between the German state Holstein, which were controlled by 
Prussia1, and the kingdom of Denmark. The war started on the question of nationality. The 
large German speaking population in the southern part of Denmark in the area called Slesvig 
wanted to be in state with Holstein and on this request the two leading powers in the German 
speaking world; the kingdom of Prussia and the Austria-Hungarian Empire2 started the 
second war3 about Slesvig 
(Henningsen 2009, p. 43-46).   
 
The 1st of July 1864, the Prussian and 
Austrian forces took the island Als by 
the means of arms and the Danish 
army was completely defeated. The 
peace was signed in Vienna the 30th 
of October. The conditions were harsh. 
The Danish monarchy lost a third of its 
population and two fifth of its territory. 
200.000 people whose first language 
was Danish were now a part of the 
Prussian state (Ibid, p. 43-59).  
 
The new rulers took a hard stand 
toward the Danish minority. The 
authorities’ first action was to exile 800 
bureaucrats from the former Danish 
administration. They were soon 
followed by school teachers, customs 
officers, policemen, priests and 
general flight of business firms.  
                                                 
1 1525-1947. Lead by House of Hohenzollern. By an affective administration and a large army Prussia soon took 
dominating position in central Europe. Which lead to the creation of the German empire in 1871, where the smaller German 
states were merged into Prussia with the exception of Austria. Prussia was official abolished in 1947 by Soviet Russia 
(Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 753 volume 9).   
2 1276-1918. Varied a lot in size and conduct of administration, but the Habsburg family remained in the center of power. 
The empire was multinational and covered a large area of central and east Europe and a part of the Balkans. After the defeat 
to Prussia in 1866 the empire was seriously weakened and this lead to dissolution of the empire in 1918 after WWI (Ibid, p. 
720 volume 1).       
3 The first war 1848-1850. A costly Danish victory.  
Image 2. The region of Slesvig with Major cities. 
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 The Danish population was hit with disappointment and despair(Ibid, p. 50). Or in the words 
of Auguste Friederike Mechlenburg a pharmacist daughter from Flensborg on the day the 
Danish prisoner of war was brought to the city:  
 
 “(?) These are worst days I have ever experienced ...everything Danish, and 
 everything that is called Danish, is being mocked and ridiculed... The multicoloured 
 hated flags4 are everywhere5”.*   
 (Henningsen 2009, p. 45) 
 
In the Vienna peace agreement there was a promise about a referendum which would finally 
decide the border between Denmark and Prussia. Many Danes kept their hope for returning 
to Denmark in this promise, but in 1867 the Prussian government made it pretty clear that it 
would not follow the peace agreement (Henningsen 2009, p. 53). 
 
This led to a general exodus by the Danish population. An estimate of 50.000 to 60.000 
Danish speaking people left the area Northern Slesvig or in the Danish name Sønderjylland in 
the period of 1867 to 1880 (Rosendal 1912, p. 259).   
 
Sønderjylland was now merged in the rest of Prussia. This meant a far more democratic 
constitution than the former Danish constitution for Slesvig, and the Danes were represented 
in both the Schleswig-Holstein Parliament and in the Reichtag in Berlin. The area also 
experienced considerably economic growth in this period.  
After the Prussian victory over France in 18716 and following unification of the German 
empire, under leadership of Prussia. The new Germany seemed unstoppable (Henningsen 
2009, p. 53). 
 
In the 56 years Slesvig was a part of Germany from 1864 to 1920, the Danish minority was 
severely oppressed by German authorities. Surveillance, imprisonment of editors of Danish 
newspapers, oppression of Danish language in schools and churches, forced exile of 
thousand of particularly nationalistic Danes, economic pressure on Danish farms and firms, 
oppression of Danish political meetings and organizations, bullying of Danes on the streets 
and even some cases violence was a part of everyday life. This was specially intensified in 
the Köller7 period from 1898 to 1903 (Rosendal 1912, p. 153-161).   
                                                 
4 The flag of the German nationalistic Schleswig-Holstein movement. The authors note.  
5 *Own translation. In the rest of this paper sections marked with * indicates that it is the author's own translation.   
6 The Franco-Prussian war. 1870-1871. Shifted the power balance in Europe in the German favor (Encyclopædia Britannica 
1986, p. 934 volume 4).   
7 Ernest Matthias von Köller. 1841-1928. A German conservative politician. His harsh action towards socialist and ethnic 
minority in Germany lead to that he was condemned by the German parliament and the European press (Rosendal 1912, p. 
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Even though the Danes experienced this kind of pressure in all those years, and their 
domination in numbers in Slesvig was severely challenged during to immigration of Germans 
workers to the cities, the result was clear in the 1920 referendum. The Larger Northern part of 
Slesvig wanted to be a part of the Danish nation once again, while the south part remained 
with Germany. The referendum was forced on the German government by its defeated to the 
allies in World War I (Lassen 1976, p. 161-210). 
 
Afterwards the story of the 56 years as Germans was a story about the loyal and nationalistic 
Danes which went through all kinds of hardship in the hands of the German authorities. 
Especially in the Franco-German war in 1870-1871 and in the World War8 1914-1918 where 
30.000 Danes were forced to fight for a cause they did not believe in, and where around 6000 
of them payed with their lives (Sørensen 2005, p. 10-16).  
 
This version of history became dominating amongst the Danes north and south of the modern 
border between Denmark and Germany, but also generally in the rest of Denmark. This view 
on history can be seriously challenged by events that began in November 1914.  
 
1.1.0 Problem Area                    
The nationalistic legend of Slesvig were challenged by group of around 200 Danish speaking 
sailors, who during WWI more less volunteered to sail to German East-Africa. Their mission 
was highly dangerous, but the vast majority of them volunteered as the quotation below 
states:       
 
“...I need 30 men, who all speak Danish, he said to us, when we were standing in line  in front 
of him. (?) This is a matter that could take 6 months, or we might not return home before the 
end of the War. (?) That could also be other reasons to stay behind – that some don't really 
feel like it –  I don't want to talk about cowardice at all. That was nice of him – there actually 
was a possibility to step down without being frowned upon. (?) Besides my comrades stood 
so firm, and only a few, who probably didn't speak Danish at all, stepped back. I didn't move”.* 
(Christensen 1937, p. 12)    
 
The last paragraph was the words of Nis Kock a Dane from Sønderborg. Nis was enrolled in 
the German navy as a mechanic at the outbreak of the World War. With 30 other Danes from 
Slesvig he was gathered in all secrecy to a naval base in Wilhelmshafen. There they met a 
Danish commander named Christiansen. He told them that he was launching a mission with 
                                                                                                                                                                       
153). 
8 Here after in text WWI.  
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Danish speaking people only, and sailing on a Danish ship name ‘Kronborg’ under the Danish 
flag. Later they were told that the goal of the mission was to bring supplies to the German 
forces in the German colony East Africa, which is nowadays Tanzania. But the mission was 
highly dangerous almost near suicidal. They had to break the British naval blockade twice. 
First in the North Sea and second at the coast of East Africa. To sneak through they had to 
wear civilian clothes which were an offense to the rules of war at that time. The punishment 
was death. On the other hand if they succeeded to bring the supplies to East Africa, but had 
to stay there, they were highly vulnerable to the local climate during to disease (Christensen 
1937, p. 5-28). 
 
After realizing the nature of this mission they got the 
opportunity not to commit themselves to this mission by 
the authorities. Still all 30 of them volunteered (Ibid).  
 
They did succeed in bringing in the supplies after many 
dangers, but they lost their ship in progress and were 
now trapped in East Africa. Here they discovered that 
amongst the Germans troops in the colony there were 
already 150 Danes present and later they were joined by 
another, all Danish speaking, relief ship in 1916 (Ibid).   
 
All the Danes took a very active approach towards the 
war with British forces. There are strong indications that 
they did more than was expected of them and they may 
have prolonged the war in Africa. This is very well 
illustrated in the words of the German commander in 
chief in Africa Lettow-Vorbeck9: 
 
“The arrival of the store-ship aroused tremendous 
enthusiasm, since it proved that  communication 
between us and home still existed. All of us listened with 
eagerness to the stories of the Captain, Lieutenant 
Christiansen, when he arrived at my Headquarters at 
New Moshi after his wound was healed. The terrific 
fighting at home, the spirit of self-sacrifice and 
boundless enterprise which inspired the deeds of the 
                                                 
9 1870-1964. A General in the German imperial army, considered to be a military genius  (Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 
301-302 volume 7).  
Image 3. The Sailor’s journey.   
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German troops, awakened a response in our hearts. Many who had been despondent now 
took courage once more, since they learned that what appears  impossible can be 
achieved if effort is sustained by determination”.  
 (Lettow-Vorbeck 1920, p. 68) 
 
The Danes did more than just bring supplies. They produced mines, did a general rifle repair, 
operated artillery and were present in the front lines of battle, where several of them got 
accommodations for bravery against the enemy (Christensen 1937, p. 144). 
 
This is a complete contradiction to the actions and wishes from the general population of 
Danes in Slesvig. The majority of men from that period were forced to fight as conscripts in 
the German forces against their will. Furthermore the women and children suffered on the 
home front due to the lack of basic goods, and in the later stage of the war hunger became a 
common condition (Sørensen 2005, p. 177-184).  
 
The Danish sailor’s actions and choices seems confusing in light of history and completely 
against the will of the majority of the Danish population. As already stated it was only through 
Germany's defeat in the war that the northern part of Slesvig, or in Danish name 
Sønderjylland, was able to return to Denmark, but the Danes in East Africa through their 
actions did all there were in their powers to prevent this defeat. This becomes all the more 
confusing when looking at the discourse amongst the Danes in East Africa. This discourse is 
very nationalistic. They celebrated Danish culture and were constantly seeking each other’s 
company to sing and speak Danish. Nationalism was amongst the Danes in Sønderjylland 
popular national religion. This nationalistic culture is well captured by Nis Kock when he sees 
the Danish flag Dannebrog on board Kronborg:  
 
 
 “ (?) But the greatest surprise was the flag, which was hoist at the stern. Now we 
 didn't sail under the German naval flag anymore, but under Dannebrog, the old Danish 
 flag, which my grandfather fought under both during the Three Year War10  and in 1864. 
 In the small chamber, my brother and I had when we were little, there were two Danish 
 flags on wall, and it made me think of them when I saw this flag”.*  
 (Christensen 1937, p. 29)   
 
The very nationalistic Danes in East Africa who had a general wish of returning back to 
Denmark in their discourse, but through their actions in the war were trying to prevent this 
reunion with Denmark; this is the paradox that will be the focus point for the investigation in 
                                                 
10 The first Slesvig war. Authors note.   
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this paper.   
 
When researching for answers to why the Danish sailors acted against this general 
nationalistic discourse, the project will investigate if and what separated them from the rest of 
the Danish society in Slesvig. This research will be committed by using Karl Marx's11 and 
Friedrich Engels'12 Marxist theory of Historical Materialism, which main focus points are that 
the material conditions and the class struggle are the decisive factors for the actions and 
identity for the different groups in society.        
 
But if Marxism states that the material conditions and the class struggle is the reason why the 
Danish sailors acted against the discourse, why did they then express this nationalism, which 
often is associated with the Danish royal family and bourgeois ideology in general, when they 
clearly were not a part of this group in society. By utilizing Antonio Gramsci's13 theory of 
Cultural Hegemony the project will try to aim at an explanation of why the Danish sailors 
expressed this strong nationalism in their discourse, even though that Marxist thought states 
that this discourse is against there class interest. This lead to the problem definition.   
 
 
1.2.0 Problem Definition                
 
Was it possible that class interest overruled popular nationalism in the case of the Danish 
sailors in German East-Africa during the Great War from 1914 to 1918?   
 
 
1.3.0 Research Questions 
 
1. What kind of development / struggle did the classes undertake in Slesvig prior to WWI.  
 
2. How and where was the class interest of the sailors expressed.   
 
3. How can a class ideology become popular nationalism.  
 
4. Was the sailors drifting towards a different class ideology.     
 
                                                 
11 1818-1883. German philosopher and revolutionary socialist (Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p.  896 volume 7).  
12 1820-1895. German philosopher and revolutionary socialist (Ibid, p. 494-495 volume 4). 
13 1891-1937. Founding member of the Italian Communist party. Died as a prisoner of the Italian fascist regime (Ibid, p. 
411 volume 5).  
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2.0 Theory  
 “The owl of Minerva spreads it’s wings only with the falling of the dusk”. 
− G.W.F Hegel14 (Stybe 1961, p. 292) 
 
The paradox of this paper about the Danish sailors actions during WWI, has very much been 
neglected in the official Danish story telling. The case seems like a mystery on the surface, 
and especially working with this social phenomenon in contemporary social science, which is 
nowadays dominated by discourse theory and post-structuralist approaches. The sailors have 
a very clear discourse about Danish nationalism and they do not change the discourse much 
during the course of the war. Therefore, at least in this author’s opinion, working from a 
discourse approach will not result in an insight or explanation of why the sailors acted as they 
did. 
 
With the aim of creating new knowledge about this case, different approaches from 
contemporary social sciences has been chosen, which is the old 'new' foundations of Marxist 
theory.  
 
The first theory will be Karl Marx’s and Friedrich Engels’ theory about political economy, 
known as Historical Materialism, which will be supplemented by the more sociological 
approach of Antonio Gramscis’ cultural hegemony. These theories will be placed in the 
context in the social science philosophy of critical realism, which is based on Marxist thought.  
 
2.1.0 Critical realism 
Critical realism is built on the belief, that there exists a reality independent of our 
interpretations of this reality. As a direct consequence of the independent reality there is 
distinction between two dimensions. On the one side a transitive dimension, which contents 
our knowledge about the world, on the other side the intransitive dimension, which is the real 
world independent of the individual knowledge and ideas about it (Juul & Bransholm 2012, p. 
280).  
 
The transitive dimension consists of theories, paradigms, models, ideas, data and techniques 
of analysis in a given time. They are the material from which new knowledge is created (Ibid).  
 
The intransitive dimension consists of the objects, which is the science’s goal to generate 
knowledge about. These objects exists whether man realize it or not. The objects do not 
change even though man gain more insight about them (Ibid, p. 281). 
                                                 
14 1770-1831. German philosopher. His historic and idealist account of reality revolutionized European philosophy 
(Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 798 volume 5).    
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When dealing with the transitive and the intransitive dimensions there is a sharp boundary 
between knowledge and being, therefore being gain a priority over knowledge (Ibid). 
 
2.1.1 Ontology           
The ontology in critical realism insists, just like Marxism, that reality is deep. This is expressed 
in the thesis that reality contents of three domains. The first is the empirical domain, which 
consists of experiences and observations. The second is the factual domain which consist of 
all the phenomenon’s that exists and all the events that take place whether they are 
experienced or not (Ibid). 
 
These two domains create an understanding of reality, which reduce reality to the observable, 
including phenomenon’s and events which not yet have been observed (Ibid).  
 
The third domain, which is directly inspired by Marxism, is the deep domain. It consists of not 
observable structures and mechanisms, which under certain circumstances support and 
creates events and phenomenon’s in the factual domain (Ibid, p. 282). 
For the critical realist the deep domain should particularly be the focus point of science. Just 
like Marx the critical realist is critical towards sciences, which merely just describe what can 
be observed on the surfaces. The goal is to dive beneath the surfaces and uncover the 
structures and mechanisms, which are behind the appearance and cannot be observed by 
the sense (Ibid).  
 
Critical realism argues that reality consist of complex objects, which structures provide them 
with capacity to act in a certain way and make them susceptible to certain influences. This is 
called causal potential. This is a differentiable reality, which consist of objects with very 
different causal potentials (Ibid, p. 283). 
 
That an object posses causal potential is not synonymous with that it becomes activated and 
thereby produces an event in the factual domain. It is completely depends on the conditions, 
which is active in a certain context. In this context becomes the idea of mechanisms 
important. Mechanism’s in the deep domain is a force, which create certain things or make 
things happen. This is called a generative mechanism, but the conditions which decides if an 
object with causal potential or a generative mechanism is activated is dependable on other 
objects mechanisms. In the deep domain will there always be a big number of active 
mechanisms which can release, block or modify each other’s consequences (Ibid). 
 
The relation between causal potentials or generative mechanisms and their consequences is 
contingent. This possibility is never determined beforehand. This vertical causality 
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understanding, which seeks explanations in underlying mechanisms, creates a municipality 
image of the world. The social reality is an open system. In the open system causal 
regularities can only be understood as tendencies. They are real and existing forces in the 
deep domain but works in a complex system with other mechanisms and structures, and 
therefore they would not always have the same consequences (Ibid). 
 
Critical realism paints an image of reality, where there in addition to observable events also is 
a deep and not observable domain. Therefore focus will be on these underlying structures 
and mechanisms, which support and create phenomenon’s in the factual domain. Completely 
in the spirit of Marx the central point is that experiences and spontaneous conceptions do not 
necessarily reflect phenomenon’s deeper connections (Ibid, p. 284).  
 
2.1.2 Epistemology 
As already stated the ontology gains a priority over the epistemology in critical realism. 
Critical realism sees the world as an open system; therefore the epistemology cannot predict 
the future and should not involve itself with phenomenon’s in closed systems like laboratory 
research. The epistemology should limit itself to explaining and interpret existing events and 
phenomenon’s (Ibid). 
 
In critical realism scientific knowledge is a social product. The productions of new knowledge 
build dynamically on the foundations of already existing knowledge. Science is historical 
conditional and a genial human activity, which takes place in social relations and the scientific 
process, as an element in the complex relations to other activities and connections in the 
social world (Ibid, p. 285). 
 
This makes knowledge fallible and historical conditional. This includes critical realism itself.  
The complete truth can never be achieved and events which undergo scientific research are 
always placed in a theoretical system instead of being a product of neutral reflections (Ibid). 
 
The epistemology is based on relativism but also a rational judgment, which prevent that this 
relativism leads to radical skepticism or total relativism (Ibid, p. 286).            
 
2.1.3 Normative Science              
Using Marxist theories and critical realism as the philosophy of science, does raise the 
question about normativity. The conception that science can be value free and a separation of 
facts and values is the dualism of modern science. This illusion is completely refused by 
critical realism, which believes that social sciences, opposite to the natural sciences, should 
be critical towards the reality it is studying and on this foundation should participate in a 
progressive social change process. This view on the function of the social sciences is 
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expressed in the explaining criticism. The social sciences should criticize false conceptions 
and the institutions, which supports and spreads them. The aim of this critic towards society is 
to participate in the creation of a better world, often linked with progressive political 
movements (Ibid, p. 296-297). 
 
This fusion of politics and science is one of the corner stones in Marxism and therefore it is a 
natural match to use Marxist theories in a critical realism context. This view of science is of 
course criticized by other scientific philosophical directions, which claim that science is able to 
be objective. Marxism and critical realism view these different directions with skepticism 
because they themselves often are completely normative and defending status quo behind a 
claim about being neutral. Marxism and critical realism choose instead to be honest about 
being normative (Ibid). 
 
This connection of the science philosophy of critical realism and Marxist ideology makes a 
natural starting point for the presentation of the Marxist theories which have been applied in 
this project. 
 
2.2.0 Historical Materialism 
 “(...) the first condition for all human existence and thereby for all history...(is)..., that 
 the humans must be able to live in order to create history. To support oneself you first 
 of all need food and drink, shelter and clothing etc. The first historic action then is the 
 creation of means to satisfaction of these needs, the production of the material life 
 itself, and this historic action, which is the main condition for all history, still today, like 
 centuries ago, must be satisfied day by day, hour by hour, just to keep humanity 
 alive”.*  
− Karl Marx (Scocozza 1982, p. 70) 
 
As the citation quotes the foundation of human existence is, that man is able to produce what 
is necessary to survive. Furthermore it is necessary to produce more than the individuals 
needs, because the children of the humanity need to be fed until they themselves are able to 
produce (Scocozza 1982, p. 70).  
 
If the human just produce enough to survive and secure the future existence of humanity it is 
called the reproduction of the individual, according to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. There is 
nothing left when human have consumed the production. In situations where nature 
catastrophes, epidemics or other events prevent the humans to produce enough to their own 
reproduction they will simply parish to hunger (Ibid). 
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Naturally there are different definitions in 
the space of time of what is the necessary 
production, which able the humans to 
reproduce themselves. In older times the 
humans could settle for simple clothing, 
less variation of food and humble housing. 
Nowadays the demand is of what is needed 
to reproduction higher, due to the 
development of society. The necessary 
production for reproduction is historical 
determined (Ibid, p. 71).  
 
The reason for this is simply that humanity 
through the years have improved the means of production and through innovations have been 
able to produce new, better and more products (Ibid).  
 
It is the work of humanity that have created the foundation of human existence and the huge 
changes, which have been conducted through time. This productivity is generated by forcing 
the surrounding nature to give the raw materials, which is necessary to conduct production 
(Ibid, p. 72). 
 
It is this contrast between humanity and nature to the extent that humanity has the upper 
hand that creates the foundations for the human existence. If nature gains the upper hand, for 
example by earth quakes or floods, and destroy the foundations for existence, the humanity 
simply parish (Ibid). 
 
The productive forces are the forces which every day, every hour, around the globe is the only 
reason why humanity can exist and the productive forces consist of human work. Both the 
physical work and the spiritual work like science (Ibid).  
 
Just like every other individual on the globe, the sailors from Slesvig were forced to work to 
reproduce themselves and their families.   
 
2.2.1 The Fruits of Work     
It is characteristic for the humans that they do not work or produce independent of each other. 
They work together and create societies, from the smallest tribe to the international society. In 
societies a division of work is occurring. Originally this division was modest. A family may be 
able to supply itself, to a large extent, but as time went by production became more 
comprehensive and specialized. The farmer produces corn. The craftsman tools. The 
Image 4. Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx 
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mechanic operates machinery on a ship (Ibid). 
 
In the highly developed industrial society the division of work is almost total. Thousands of 
production processes go into a single product (Ibid).  
 
This division of work is the foundation of modern production. This can only function if there is 
a constant exchange of products. Everybody is depended on each other. Production is 
societal (Ibid, p. 73). 
 
Humanity is dependent in the production of goods they use to exist, which mean that humans 
have to enter into connections with each other or else societal production is not possible 
(Ibid). 
 
The human connections in production are called production relations. Just like the forces of 
production, production relations are historical determined. They change with the development 
of society (Ibid). 
 
Humans are often able to create more production, than what is needed for reproduction. This 
is called surplus value (Ibid, p. 74).  
 
Humanity work together in the interest of the individual, but this individual interest stands 
often in opposition to the interest of the community. The individuals own material interest 
(Ibid). 
 
This lead to that, at some point in history, a group of individuals succeeded in taking control of 
the surplus value in society or some parts of it. Thereby exploitation was created. Some of the 
fruits of work are been taking from those who produces them (Ibid). 
 
This of course created tension between the minority, that claimed surplus value and the 
majority that produced it, but the minority secured their position by the means of power and 
other tools, which will be elaborated on later in chapter 2.3.0 (Ibid). 
 
This connection between the minority and majority, which divided the members of society, 
became the main production relation. The minority secured the right of property to the means 
of production, while the majority did not have this privilege. The minority is a class of 
exploiters and the majority is a class of exploited (Ibid). 
 
For instance even though that a sailor knows how to sail and operate a ship, he does not 
have the capital or resources to build his own ship, because of historical development where 
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his bloodline end up in the exploited majority class. Therefore he has to go into a connection 
with another individual from the minority class, who maybe do not know anything about ships, 
but have the capital and resources needed to build one. This production relation can only 
happen if the exploiter is earning more capital on this enterprise, than he is spending. This 
mean that the sailor has to work as much as possible, at a wage as low as possible, and 
thereby never gain the resources to build his own ship.   
 
The production relations became identical with the class relation in society. This often led to 
that the development of production was restricted by the relations of production. For example 
the land nobility for many years tried to prevent peasants to move to the cities and thereby 
develop the infant industry, because then the nobility would loose workforce and thereby 
power in society (Ibid, p. 75).  
 
There is a contrast between the forces of production and the relation of production, where in 
the long historical context the forces of production is the motive power in society and the 
relation of production is the opposite (Ibid). 
 
2.2.2 The Class Struggle           
The relation between the classes is an economic relationship. The production relationship is 
class relationship, which is the economic basis of society. An economy in a society can be 
defined in the way the societal product is distributed. However no matter how complex an 
economic system is, it is always in the last instance the decisive point, where class claims 
most of the societal production. Therefore the class struggle is, in the last instance, a struggle 
between the exploiters and the exploited about the societal product (Ibid). 
 
The exploiters secure the majority part of the societal product by taking control of the societal 
structure. The structure in society consists of the state apparatus like the army, courts, legal 
system etc. It can also be other forms of organizations, which form an ideological factor like 
religion, culture, art etc. (Ibid, p. 76). 
 
But as the relations of production, society’s economic basis is an expression of the division 
between the classes, there will constantly arise movements, opinions, ideas which go against 
the interest of the exploiters. These phenomenon’s are also a part of the structure. The 
structure consists in this way of conflicting forces, which is an image of the division in the 
basis (Ibid). 
 
For instance a specialized worker, like a sailor, could join a union, a political party or both with 
people just like him to have a better chance of gaining more of the societal product.   
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Of course the structure and the basis do change over time. When the division between the 
classes has researched the boiling-point and the exploited classes have formed such a strong 
political and ideological movement, that they are able to change the structure and basis 
through revolution. A qualitative change of society (Ibid, p. 77). 
 
 
2.2.3 Different Modes of Production     
Karl Marx's and Friedrich Engels' theory about historical materialism elaborate that the 
different societies in the world goes through different phases of development through time. It 
can happen that a society is stopped or stagnates in its development, like the cases with 
Africa and Latin America for many years. A society can stagnate or even die out, but as a 
general feature society develop from a low to a higher phase. This is recognized as the 
means of production is developed, that total societal product becomes better qualitative and 
quantitative, no matter of the class struggle (Ibid, p. 84).     
 
The different phases are defined in the nature of the forces of production and the relationship 
of the production at a given time and place. Historical Materialism defines the different ways 
of production in history in this way:  
 
Primitive communism / slave society / feudalism / capitalism / socialism / communism 
 
The characteristic element of primitive communism is the lack of surplus value, and therefore 
there were no classes. The societal production was just big enough to let the members of 
society reproduce themselves. Society was tribal and dominated by the struggle to maintain 
life (Ibid).  
 
The slave society was to a large extent a product of the different societies who went to war 
with each other and the conquered was enslaved. The slaves produced enough for the 
reproduction of society and surplus value to a small fraction of free men. Although the slaves 
was not motivated to produce, and were forced with violence, there did exist a class of 
craftsmen and merchants, but slave production was dominating. This mode of production was 
dominating in ancient Greece and Rome (Ibid, p. 85). 
 
The next mode of production was feudalism. In this society the largest class was the nobility, 
which owned most of the land. And then there were the peasants, which lived and cultivated 
the land but were forced to give the surplus value to the nobility through different taxes. This 
mode of production was a higher phase compared to the slave production due to, that if the 
peasant worked more he would gain more product, because some of the land was his own to 
cultivate. This mode was dominating in Europe in the 16th, 17th and 18th century (Ibid, p. 86-
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87). 
 
After feudalism capitalism emerges, where the two main classes is the capitalist and the wage 
workers. The capitalist owns the means of production and the wage worker must sell his 
labour to reproduce himself. Labour has transformed into goods, which can be sold and 
bought. The worker is completely detached from means of products, which is owned by the 
capitalist, who pay the workers enough to reproduce themselves and then claim the surplus 
value, which have been generated by the workers’ labour. The class struggle during 
capitalism consists of the wage worker trying to sell his labour as expensive as possible and 
tries to gain democratic rights and other benefits. Capitalism is the dominating mode of 
production today around the world (Ibid, p. 88-89).  
 
The transformation from feudalism to capitalism will be the focus point when it comes to the 
analysis of the mode of production, because this process began around 1830 and changed 
Slesvig fundamentally (Hansen 2009, p. 40).    
 
The last phases are socialism and communism. This is the political and normative part of Karl 
Marx's and Friedrich Engels' theory. The ideas are that the means of production should be 
owned by everybody in the society, and thereby create a society without class struggle. Even 
though that many societies have tried to implement socialism and communism as a mode of 
production, it have not manifested itself so far in history, which make the mode irrelevant for 
this paper ( Scocozza 1982, p. 90).  
 
This have been a very short walk-through of the different modes of production in history, but 
these modes should not be interpreted mechanically as boxes who just follow each other. 
Modes of production can exist at the same time and some societies can skip a mode under 
the right circumstances (Ibid, p. 91).   
              
2.2.4 Sub-conclusion 
The central points and area of focus for this project, of Karl Marx's and Friedrich Engels' 
theory of Historical Materialism, is as following: Labour is the central main occupation of 
human existences. The humans work to gain material goods and thereby have a reasonable 
life. The material conditions are decisive in human society. Labour in modern society creates 
surplus value, which is the focus point of the class struggle. The class struggle between the 
exploiters and the exploited is the main political and economic struggle in society. The classes 
struggle to gain control over the structures in society, which so far have been dominated by a 
minority. This struggle can manifest itself in movements like unions and political parties. 
Through history there have been different modes of production. This is interesting because 
Slesvig went from feudalism to capitalism in years 1830 to 1920.  
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The Marxist foundation have been explored now is the next step the Marxist interpretation of 
nationalism as a popular religion explained by Antonio Gramsci's theory of Cultural 
Hegemony.       
 
2.3.0 Cultural Hegemony                                       
 “ the particular form in which the hegemonic ethico-political element presents itself in  
 the life of the state and the country is 'patriotism' and 'nationalism', which is 'popular 
 religion', that is to say it is the link by means of which the unity of leaders and led is 
 effected”. 
− Antonio Gramsci (Mouffe 1979, p. 194).          
 
Antonio Gramsci were another Marxist, which were born several 
years after Karl Marx's death. He was one of the founding members 
and leaders of the Italian communist party until his imprisonment in 
1926 by the Italian fascist regime under the leadership of 
Mussolini15. Gramsci's thinking was based on Marx, where Historical 
Materialism was one of the elements, but Gramsci's had another 
focus point in his writing than Karl Marx, which writings central point 
was the capitalist economy (Mouffe 1979, p. 1-2). 
 
Gramsci's focus point was nationalism and other popular ideologies. 
Where did it generate from, why did it get support from the exploited 
class and how could a class change it to its own benefits. These 
questions lead to his theory of Cultural Hegemony (Ibid, p. 168).  
 
2.3.1 The Hegemonic Class 
Gramsci's concept of Cultural Hegemony was a theory about how the exploiter class or the 
bourgeoisie maintains control over society. The bourgeoisie do not just maintains control over 
society through violent control of the political and economic life, but also through ideology. 
The bourgeoisie developed a hegemonic culture, which promoted the class' own values and 
norms so that the culture did become common sense throughout society. The exploited class 
or the proletariat identified itself with this hegemonic culture and thereby helped the 
bourgeoisie maintain power in society. The bourgeoisie is the hegemonic class (Ibid, p. 186-
188).  
 
                                                 
15 Benito Mussolini. 1883-1945. Former socialist and later fascist dictator over Italy, until he was killed by partisans at the 
end of WWII (Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 451-453 volume 8).  
Image 5. Antonio Gramsci 
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The theory states that bourgeois cultural values are tied to folklore, popular culture and 
religion and are reproduced in society through hegemonic apparatuses like school's, 
churches, media and even architecture and street names. This collection of apparatuses is 
the ideological structure of the dominate class and the superstructure, where the ideology is 
produced and spread is called civil society. This is not just related to organizations, which are 
a part of the state apparatus, but also private organizations in society, who share the cultural 
hegemony (Ibid). 
 
For example all newspapers in Danish in Slesvig were owned by the Danish bourgeoisie, and 
thereby their ideology gained a monopoly amongst the Danish speaking population (Lassen 
1976, p. 14).    
 
2.3.2 The Class Alliance  
The reason for why the proletariats accept somewhat this cultural hegemony is that if a class 
want to become the hegemonic class it must force itself to look past its own class interest and 
discover common interest with other classes. The bourgeoisie want to achieve public support, 
because it makes its regime more stable and legitimize it. All classes have what Gramsci calls 
corporatist interest, but the hegemonic class have been able to articulate other social groups 
interests through ideological struggle. The hegemonic class has to deal with interests of other 
classes and thereby making a corporatist sacrifice, which create some balance between the 
classes. For example had the bourgeoisie to gain the support of the peasants to become the 
hegemonic class at the end of feudalism, overthrowing the nobility as hegemonic class and 
making capitalism the mode of production (Mouffe 1979, p. 178).   
 
For instance the Danish bourgeoisie newspapers in Slesvig expressed the frustration of being 
an oppressed minority, which was a common condition amongst Danish speaking workers 
(Lassen 1976, p. 14).      
 
2.3.3 Power Relations and Political Consciousness 
Gramsci states that it can only be a class, which is essential to the modes of production, 
which can achieve cultural hegemony. In capitalism is either the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. 
To become hegemonic class there must be certain power relations, that play an essential role, 
and the class must have a certain level of political consciousness (Mouffe 1979, p. 180).  
 
There are three levels of primary power relations in society:  
 
1) The relation of social forces, which is connected and dependent on the development of 
the means of production. 
2) The relationship between the political forces, like the level of consciousness and 
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organizations in the different social groups.  
3) The relation of military forces, which is always a determining element.    
 
The political consciousness of a class goes through three stage before it can become 
hegemonic class:  
 
 a) The primitive economic element, in which a groups own professional interest are 
 expressed, but not as a social class interest. 
 
 b) The political economic element, where a class' economic interest is expressed, but 
 only on the economic level.  
 
 c) The third element is hegemony in which a class' own corporatist interest, the present 
 and future development, is limited by a purely economic class thinking, therefore must 
 the interest of the class also become the interest of the lower classes. This is achieved 
 through ideological struggle, which creates unity between economic, political and 
 intellectual goals, which organize all problems in the struggle on a universal non 
 corporatist level and thereby creates for a fundamental group hegemony over a line of 
 subordinate groups (Ibid). 
 
The Danish speaking working class in Slesvig began from around 1874 an onwards to form 
their own organizations to express their interest as a class. This suggests a high level of 
consciousness. Before that, it was only the bourgeoisie that had organization like this (Lassen 
1976, p. 85).   
   
2.3.4 Transformism or Expansive Hegemony 
According to Gramsci there is two ways for a class to gain hegemony over subordinate 
classes. The first is transformism, the other is expansive hegemony (Mouffe 1979, p. 182-
184).  
 
In transformism is there a gradual but contentiousness absorbing of the active elements from 
allied groups and antagonist groups. This is not real hegemony, because it only gains passive 
support. Gramsci calls it the passive revolution, because the masses becomes integrated 
through absorbing and neutralizing of there interest in such a way that they are prevented 
from being in opposition to the hegemonic class' interest (Ibid).  
 
Expansive hegemony is recognized by that it gains active direct support from the popular 
masses. This is achieved, as said early, that the hegemonic class expressed the interest of 
the popular classes and thereby creating a national-popular will. A hegemonic principle or in 
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other words national religion. This can exists as long as hegemonic class' interest and the 
interest of the subordinate classes are not in direct opposition to each other, when this 
happens will the hegemonic class use violence to stay in power (Ibid).  
 
For instance the Danish bourgeoisie created an expansive hegemony through nationalism to 
transform Denmark into a constitutional monarchy in 1848 (Hansen 2009, p. 35).   
 
2.3.5 Sub-Conclusion 
Gramsci argue in theory of Cultural Hegemony, that the exploiter class dominates the other 
classes not just through the use of forces, but also through ideology like nationalism and 
religion, which is generated from public and private institutions in society. The exploiter class 
or hegemonic class makes it own interest common sense in society and gains support from 
the other classes. This is done through that the hegemonic class make some corporatist 
sacrifices and express some of the other classes interest, as long as it do not change or 
threatened the fundamental structures in society. A fundamental class must go through three 
stage of consciousness to become hegemonic class: The primitive economic element, The 
political economic element and hegemony. When this level is researched can the class 
become hegemonic class either through transformism, where principle is neutralizing of other 
classes, and expansive hegemony which express the interest of the popular masses creating 
national will or in other words a hegemonic principle. 
 
2.4.0 Critique of Theories  
There is several points of critique of the above mentioned theories. As in all Marxist theories 
there is question of determinism. Marx has always been blamed for being an economic and 
historical determinist, which can be argued on several points. 
 
As argued in chapter 2.2.0 to chapter 2.2.4 is the economic basis fundamental for the class 
struggle, historical development and society in general. This argued that this always lead 
economic determinism. In the last instance will the economy determine everything else. This 
is criticized because this view on society do not value culture, ideology and more spiritual 
sides on the human existences, that should be taking in to account, when making general 
theories about society.  
 
Historical Materialism is also accused for being historical determined, because the economic 
periods follow a fixed schema, which leads to socialism and then communism. Marx is 
accused for determine human history. He is predicting the future. 
 
When using Marx and Gramsci must the researcher always be aware of their political side. 
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They were political activists and their writing is part of a political project. This can of course be 
criticized, but Marxism is normative science as already covered in chapter 2.1.3.  
 
When dealing with Gramsci’s cultural hegemony it raises some problems with interpretation. 
The majority of Gramsci work was done in jail, where he could not write freely and did not 
have accesses to a majority of Marxist litterateur. Therefore is his writing unclear at some 
points. This opens up for various interpretations of his work. It is argued, that his main focus 
was discourses and therefore has he been an inspiration to various researchers in social 
constructivist tradition. Gramsci position as a thinker is somewhat disputed.   
 
With these critique points covered will the next section in the project be presented, which is 
the method chapter. 
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3.0 Method 
“The fact is that human behavior in the past can be described more or less completely 
by the means of critique of sources, but you can only try to explain it by seeking help 
from other sciences”.*  
 (Pasternak & Skyum-Nielsen 1973, p. 49) 
 
In this section the empirical data be presented with a critique of sources following a 
discussion of limitation and validity of the before mentioned sources.  
 
3.1.0 Empirical Data 
The classification of the sources can be divided into two sections of primary and secondary 
sources. Both of them are of a narrative character. The texts have been interpreted to 
understand the author’s intentions with the texts, even though that the texts and the readers 
are separated, in most cases, with several decades.  
 
3.1.1 Primary Sources 
The primary sources and the cornerstone in project are the 
four books by the participants in the war in German East-
Africa: Nis Kock, Nis Jacobsen and Paul von Lettow-
Vorbeck. None of the texts are the original texts from the 
war, even though that Jacobsen and Lettow-Vorbeck 
narratives are build on diaries, which was written during the 
war, but both was seriously damaged. The first by British 
navy fire, and the second by a jungle river during the rain 
season. Therefore the books are almost only built on 
memories written down after the war. Nis Kock did not have 
a diary, because before he went on the mission to East-
Africa he was forbidden to have one, by the German navy, 
due to the risk of intelligence leak. This was also the case 
with Jacobsen, but he chose to ignore it and kept his diary 
in secrecy. Lettow-Vorbeck was the commander in chief in 
East-Africa, and therefore he had special privileges 
including the luxury of keeping a diary. They are all firsthand 
accounts. 
 
 
 
 
Image 6. Nis Kock in Daar es Salaam. Ca. 1915. 
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Lettow-Vorbeck’s book, 'My Reminiscences of East 
Africa', about his experiences in Africa, from August 
1914 to November 1918, was first published in German 
in Germany in 1920. It was translated into English that 
year and became a bestseller both in England and 
Germany. Lettow-Vorbeck’s focus was the military side 
of the war and therefore the language is kept in a 
military vocabulary, like the movement of divisions and 
regiments under various commanders. Despite this, he 
uses a fairly big amount of pages on the Danes in East-
Africa. They are not identified as Danes but as crews of 
the two relief ships 'Kronborg' and 'Marie'. Furthermore a 
majority of the Danes can be tracked, because there 
was a fairly high number of them present in the front line 
regiment of 'Königsberg', which was an elite formation 
due to the high number of Europeans and it was one of 
the few regiments with heavy artillery. 
 
Many years after the war, in 1937, Nis Kock was approached by the popular writer Christen 
Christensen, whose specialty was war stories. From Kock's account he wrote 'Sønderjyder 
Forsvarer ØstAfrika 1914-1918', about Kock's experiences during the war from August 1914 
to his forced surrender in November 1917. This book enjoyed some success and therefore 
Kock finished his story by writing 'Sønderjyder Vender Hjem Fra Østafrika' in 1938, about his 
imprisonment in November 1917 until his return to South Jutland in September 1919. The 
books are not just Kock’s personal story, but also the story of a large section of the regular 
crew on the relief ship 'Kronborg'. He keeps in touch with the rest of the crew, despite his is 
separated from them on several occasions. He was an engineer and therefore got special 
tasks behind the front line. Kock was always moving between fronts and sought the company 
of other Danes and thereby their story became his story. He had contact with members of 
Jacobsen's ship crew from the second relief ship 'Marie' and he even meets Lettow-Vorbeck 
in person several times.  
 
Jacobsen was urged by his family to write his experiences down about the war from August 
1914 to his return to Denmark in June 1920. The book was published in 1940 and was named 
'Under Dannebrog til Tysk ØstAfrika og Indien'. This book was more a personal account. 
Jacobsen was older and more reversed than Kock. Jacobsen traveled to East-Africa in 1916 
with the relief ship 'Marie'. Dropped off the supplies and then traveled to Indonesia, where he 
remained for the rest of the war.  
 
Image 7. Paul Von Lettow-Vorbeck 
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3.1.2 Secondary Sources                   
All the secondary sources are second hand accounts of the general historical development in  
Slesvig. They all have the same disposition line. They cover different aspects of Slesvig 
history.  
 
H. Hansen's 'Sønderjyllands Historie’ covers Slesvig's historical development from 1815 to 
2009. L. Henningsen's 'Sydslevigs danske historie' deals especially with the town of 
Flensborg and the southern part of Slesvig from the very beginning in the 800's to 2009. N. 
Kragh-Nielsen's  'Sønderjyder I den store krig 1914-18' from 1993 deals only with Danes that 
took part in WWI and their experiences. A. Lassen's 'Valg Mellem Tysk Og Dansk' from 1976 
have special focus on the democratic elections to the various parliaments that took place 
under both German and Danish rule from 1866 to 1943. H. Rosendal 'Træk af Danskhedens 
Historie I Sønderjylland'  from 1912 covers Slesvig's history from 1864 to 1912. And finally N. 
Sørensen's 'Den Store Krig' which covers WWI in general and from a Danish perspective. 
They have all been chosen to give a varied and as wide a background material as possible for 
the analysis. 
 
3.2.0 Critique of Sources 
Critique of sources is essential to make sure that the information present is as reliable as 
possible and meets the scientific standards. The primary and secondary sources will be 
presented in a chapter each.  
 
3.2.1 Critique of Primary Sources  
Together the primary sources create a consistent whole. This makes them very reliable that 
they do not contradict, but actually supplement each other. The events in question, is 
confirmed from different angels and sources.  
 
The primary sources are all first hand witnesses. First hand witness and how active they were 
in the events can be related to four levels of activeness:  
 
1. Responsible, active participant. 
2. Active participant.  
3. Passive participant. 
4. Outside observer (Pasternak & Skyum-Nielsen 1973, p. 37). 
      
The primary sources can all be considered to belong to the first category. All though that Nis 
Kock in the second book about his experiences in East-Africa, 'Sønderjyder Vender Hjem Fra 
Østafrika', may belong to the second category, because at the starting point and almost to the 
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end he is an English prisoner of war and therefore is not in control of main events.  
 
The reason that the primary sources all belong in the first category, is that they several times 
during the war are being asked directly to make a choice for themselves. This will be further 
debated in the discussion section in chapter 6.2.0.  
 
When it comes to the question of tendencies or values by the authors in the texts are there 
some issues. All three of them would describe themselves as 'patriots'. Lettow-Vorbeck is of 
course a German patriot, while Jacobsen and Kock are Danish patriots. For example when 
Jacobsen's ship almost is destroyed by the British navy and they have to leave the ship, 
Jacobsen asks his commander if he would allow him to take the pictures of the Danish royal 
family from the captain’s cabin. Jacobsen keeps the picture throughout the war and upon his 
return home he hung up the picture in his living room (Jacobensen 1940, p. 27). This is a 
general theme throughout the primary sources.        
 
Another issue is that the text suffers somewhat from been written several years after the war, 
and therefore becomes apologetic at some points for their actions. As already stated 
Jacobensen and Kock has this very outspoken patriotism, but their actions contradict this. 
When reflecting on why he volunteered to go on the mission to East-Africa Nis Kock 
apologizes that if he had not volunteered for the Africa mission, he would likely have died in 
the Jutland battle16. When Kock volunteered for the mission, that particular battle was almost 
two years out in the future. He could not have known about it and therefore his decision was 
not based on that statement (Christensen 1937, p. 13).  
 
Another great example of this kind of after rationalizing is stated, when Kock learns that the 
war in Europe have ended with the defeat of Germany and Slesvig is now able to return to 
Denmark, but this time it becomes directly absurd:  
 
 “(...) But now we understood that even the 6-7 years of military service hadn't been in 
 vain”.* 
 (Kock 1938, p. 102) 
 
This sentence makes no sense, when it is considered what he had done to prevent this 
outcome of the war, and that he volunteered to fight for Germany.  
 
A final note of the values and tendencies of the primary sources is, that the reader easily gets 
the impression that the authors of the primary sources are too modest about the effect of their 
                                                 
16 Navy battle 1916. The grand fleets of Germany and Great Britain clashed in the North Sea on the cost of Jutland. The 
battle ended undecided (Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 667 volume 6).   
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actions on events in this special theater of war.    
 
3.2.2 Critique of Secondary Sources       
As already stated all the secondary sources are second hand accounts of the general 
historical development in Slesvig. They all have the same disposition line and they cover 
different aspects of Slesvig's history, but all the secondary sources have a slight tendency 
towards Danish nationalism, when it comes to the question of values and tendencies. This is 
open to criticism, because all of the secondary sources are written by professional historians. 
They are all Danes, writing for a Danish audience, founded by Danish governments or private 
Danish firms and organizations. Throughout the texts there is a slightly bias to let the Danish 
nationalistic sources become more dominating, than sources with an opposite opinion.  
 
3.3.0 Limitations     
Time is a limitation. Throughout the historical area Slesvig, both on the present Danish and 
German side there are plenty of local historic organizations and archives. A large portion of 
the Danish sailors, who were active in East-Africa during WWI, are fairly easy to track to there 
hometowns in Slesvig. It would likely be possible to find more primary sources relevant to this 
case in the shape of letters or diaries, unknown at this time. These possible sources could 
elaborate further on the projects argumentation, but due to the limitations of the conditions of 
this project, it was redeemed that there was not resources to go through the before mentioned 
archives. This is of course open to criticism and this research may be conducted another 
time.  
 
The author has chosen to use Marxist theories and world view in the interpretation of the 
sources. This raises criticism and may be a limitation to the interpretation because of the 
normative approach that have been conducted.  
 
3.4.0 Validity and Sub-Conclusion 
Both primary and secondary sources have been supplemented to a firm critique and are 
considered overall to be valid and reliable.  
 
The primary and the secondary sources together create a consistent whole. This makes them 
very reliable. They do not contradict, but actually supplement each other. This confirms that 
the events in question took place.  
 
Confirming that sources are reliable enough to be subjected to a scientific analysis based on 
Marxist theories, will be presented in the first part of the analysis.  
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4.0 Analysis Part One 
 “If the nationality is lost, everything is lost. A people or a part of a people who has 
 abandoned its language or its peculiarity, will likely sink down in a sad spiritless 
 materialism”.*   
 - H. Rosendal 1912 page 320.  
     
As already elaborated on in chapter 2.2.0 to chapter 2.2.4 dealing with the theory Historical 
Materialism by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels is it fundamental for an individual to reproduce 
its material conditions, its place in the societal production and the class struggle, which aim is 
to improve the material conditions for the individual. This theory should provide an insight to 
why the Danish sailors acted as they did in German East-Africa, but to get closer to an 
explanation the mode of production, developments / struggle of the classes and the material 
conditions of the sailors both as a group and class must be analyzed. To find the interest of 
the individual the class interest must be found first. This section of the analysis will elaborate 
shortly on the material developments / struggle in Slesvig over the historical period leading up 
to WWI and then narrowing it down through the layers of society to the Danish sailors in 
German East-Africa material developments / class struggle. 
 
4.1.0 From Feudalism to Capitalism        
Prior to 1840's Slesvig was, like the rest of the Danish Kingdom, completely dominated by 
feudalism. Feudalism as a mode of production was characteristic by the production relation 
between peasant and the nobility. The nobility owned land and the peasant cultivated the 
land. The peasant was forced to give a majority share of his production to the king, churches 
and his local noble man. During feudalism the majority of the population was poor peasants 
living in small villages in the country side. The few cities, often located close to the sea, were 
small in size and the trade and production was ruled by conservative leagues of craftsmen. 
But all this was about to change (Hansen 2009, p. 14).  
 
In 1813 the Danish state declared bankruptcy17. This failure in finance dragged a large share 
of the nobility in Slesvig down with it, because a majority of their fortunes was tied to 
speculations. As a consequence of this large section of land suitable for farming was up for 
sale. Many peasants seized this opportunity and bought the land they were living on. For the 
first time in hundred of years the peasants was working for themselves, and claiming a larger 
share of their own surplus value. Their material conditions were far better than the previous 
generation (Ibid, p. 15). 
 
                                                 
17 Denmark side with Napoleon in his many wars, which lead that Copenhagen was terror bombed, the navy was taken and 
Norway was surrender to Sweden in 1814 (Hansen 2009, p. 15).    
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From 1830 to 1864 Slesvig experienced a financial boom due to that the main export country 
Great Britain had opened up its internal market, because capitalism had become the mode of 
production. This meant a rapid raise in population growth, which again meant increased 
demand for animal products. This demand was met by the farmers in Slesvig. The animal 
production made Slesvig the wealthiest region in the Kingdom (Ibid, p. 26).  
 
This capital was reinvested in, at that time infant industry and shipping. The industrializing 
took its beginning and right after Holstein, Slesvig was the most developed and modern part 
of the Danish Kingdom (Ibid, p. 36).  
 
This changed after the German annexations in 1864. From being the driving force in Danish 
economy to becoming a quiet backwater in the outskirts of the German empire. This slowed 
down the process of industrializing in the region and the movement towards capitalism (Ibid, 
p. 208).  
 
All though from 1890's the development did pick up once more. In 1860 every fifth person 
lived in the cities in Slesvig. In 1910 it was every third person. In the same period Flensborg, 
Slesvig's biggest city, went from 20.000 residents to 61.000 (Ibid, p. 158-159).  
 
Capitalism was becoming the mode of production and the population was being divided into 
the two main classes in Capitalism: the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 
 
For example in the city of Slesvig in 1913 there were more than 200 companies dealing with 
industrial production employing over 10.000 workers (Ibid, p. 165). In Haderslev in the years 
from 1883 to 1913 the working class went from 38 % of the population to 51 % (Ibid, p. 189).  
 
The Slesvig which was annexed by Prussia in 1864 was completely different from that Slesvig 
that returned to Denmark in 1920. Slesvig in 1864 was a rural region where the nobility ruled 
over the peasants. In 1920 the bourgeoisie owned the means of production and was 
employing a bigger and bigger share of the population. The proletariat was selling their ability 
to work to the capitalist. Capitalism had become the economic basis. But the striving to 
capitalism was slower in Slesvig compared to the rest of Germany. This meant that a small 
majority still was working in the country side. This did have a huge impact on the referendum 
in 1920, which will be elaborated on in chapter 6.6.0. 
 
4.1.1 The Maritime Profession               
The strongest profession in Slesvig except for agriculture was shipping. The maritime 
profession had a strong tradition in the region and was strengthened by the economic boom. 
There was more ship tonnage in Slesvig than in the regular Kingdom of Denmark and the 
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county of Holstein. The leading cities in this profession were Flensborg, Aabenraa and 
Sønderborg (Ibid, p. 43).    
 
The capitalists in Flensborg were pioneers in ship steam power. Flensborg was the third 
biggest city in shipping in Germany just after Hamburg and Bremen. The advanced shipping 
industry in Slesvig demanded skilled workers, who were trained in the operation of machinery, 
strengthening the sailor profession in the region (Ibid, p. 161).  
 
4.1.2 Workers Conditions 
In the early industrializing period the struggle for the surplus value was in the favor of the 
capitalist. There were far more workers than jobs, and unions and working class parties were 
none existing. The work day was long, the conditions tough and the salary low. These 
conditions are well illustrated by Peter Chr. Hansen describing his fathers’ typical workday in 
the iron industry in Flensborg in 1865:  
 
 “(...) Together with another worker he had to carry a bowl with melted iron with two iron 
 bars. Under direction from the foreman the iron mass was poured down in the cast 
 form. Often, when I had to bring my father cold coffee at work, I watched the work from 
 a distance. Drops of sweat ran from the carriers’ forehead, as a sign of the tremendous 
 exertion. Sparks flew from the iron cast form, which often caused more or less notable 
 wounds, first and foremost damage on the clothes. When the days work came to an 
 end, the traces after invincible fatigue and weakness, at times also lack of appetite, 
 couldn't be avoided”.*   
- Peter Chr. Hansen (Hansen 2009, p. 54) 
 
Peter Chr. Hansen's father died two years later. At the time of his fathers death he was 14 
years old.  
 
The working class, both in the rural country side and in the cities, was impoverished by a 
economic crisis, which started around 1864 and ended around 1890. In those years the 
majority of the population in Slesvig lived close to starvation (Ibid, p. 56). 
 
The working class in Slesvig received a little sympathy from the bourgeoisie. People who was 
close to starvation, most likely the elderly and children, was put in poor houses, where they 
were fed, but received disrespectful treatment from the authorities. The bourgeoisie was 
highly influenced by a strong liberalism, where the individual created its own opportunities and 
luck. If the individual experienced failure it was due to lack of skills and laziness. The 
bourgeoisie considered mostly the working class as lazy, dirty, uncultivated and ungrateful 
(Ibid).  
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4.2.0 The German Social Democracy 
 “It was a great meeting, the big hall was filled to the last seat, there is still proof of 
 Danish patriotism down here at the language border, but my mind must act differently 
 because I am a worker”.*  
− Jørgen Hansen Petersen, Flensborg, Pro-Danish election meeting 1912. 
 (Henningsen 2009, p. 78).  
 
As described in Historical Materialism by Marx and Engels the class struggle will lead to that 
different movements are created. The expression of these movements can be unions and 
political parties. The goal of these movements is to make the material conditions for the 
working class better. This also happened in Slesvig, but here was a national conflict. The 
workers were Danish, the movement German. 
 
The Danish language and culture always had a strong position in the working class in Slesvig. 
Especially in the maritime profession, but they lived in the German Empire and did it for 56 
years (Hansen 2009, p. 100).  
 
The working conditions left much to be desired and from the 1870's and onwards the German 
Social Democracy or the SPD18 gained a better and better grip of the Danish working class. 
This happened even though that the party was illegal in Germany from 1878 to 1890 (Ibid, p. 
146). 
 
The German Social democracy generated results for the general working class. In 1880 the 
German chancellor Bismarck19, made several reforms, after massive pressure from the SPD, 
that did improve the material conditions for the working class (Ibid, p. 197).    
 
Bismarck's reforms were several statutory insurances, which both employer and employees 
paid for. Against disease (1883), accidents (1884), age and disability (1889) (Ibid).  
 
Further more in 1908 the SPD achieved, that a worker could receive social support after only 
1 year of residence in a municipality, instead of 15 years before that (Ibid, p. 196). 
 
It could make perfectly good sense for a Danish worker in Slesvig to vote on the SPD and this 
soon had an effect in the cities. In Flensborg and Aabenraa the Danish voting majority was 
                                                 
18 Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Hansen 2009, p. 194).  
19 Otto von Bismarck. 1815-1898. Forced Germany's unification through the victories at Dybøl 1864, Königgratz 1866 and 
Sedan 1870 (Hansen 2009, p. 194).  
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lost in 1871, in Haderslev in 1877 and in Sønderborg in 1878 (Ibid, p. 155).  
 
It should be kept in mind that around 70.000 Danes left Slesvig in the period 1868 to 1885, 
because of the repression from German authorities. Most of these people belonged to the 
rural proletariat and the economic crisis did have an effect. Further more many German 
migrated to Slesvig in that period looking for work. These migrants introduced the Danes to 
the SPD, but that said, there is no doubt that the SPD did achieve massive support from the 
working class Danes in the cities (Ibid, p. 187).  
 
This was especially the case with Flensborg, the largest industrial and maritime city in the 
region. In this city the Danish and German working class merged together in spite of national 
differences in class solidarity. The SPD became the biggest party in 1890, and in 1903 they 
elected a social democratic candidate to the German Parliament. This process happened 
faster or slower in all the major cities in Slesvig. The Danish nationalism was slowly dying in 
the working class (Ibid, p. 199-200).  
 
The Danish working class still embraced the Danish language and culture, but voted after 
their material conditions. They had little love for the German state and Emperor, which 
severely oppressed them as a minority, but through the years the SPD several times 
defended the rights of the Danish minority in the Parliament. Even for the very nationalistic 
working class in Slesvig the SPD was their movement and Party to achieve more of the 
societal production, and if they were in doubt they could look to Denmark where the Danish 
Social Democracy recommend the Danes to vote for the SPD. Two countries, same 
movement (Ibid, p. 222). 
 
The last election before WWI was in 1912. In northern Slesvig, which is a part of Denmark 
today, gained the SPD 23,4 % of the vote. Their typical voter was a worker linked to maritime 
industry living in the cities. In the whole of Flensborg county, which is German today, the SPD 
gained 44,4 % of the vote from the same segment of the population (Lassen 1976, p. 131-
137).    
 
4.3.0 The Danish Bourgeoisie and The Working Class     
 “The most striking and surprising is to see a whole part of the population sink down in 
 complete laziness, and don't care about patriotism and memories, forgetting the past 
 due to the present's hard work. The materialism is almost the only force in people's 
 life”.*  
− Andreas Grau journalist 1908 
 (Henningsen 2009, p. 77) 
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After annexation in 1864 the Danish bourgeoisie and working class joined together in this 
moment of crisis, but soon class struggle was again on the agenda. The Danish bourgeoisie 
was immensely frustrated, by loosing support year by year from the working class to their pro-
Danish nationalistic candidates in the elections to Parliament. As the quotation above states, 
the working class was victim of materialism thought and a lack of spirituality.   
 
The Danish bourgeoisie nationalism had a strong position in Slesvig, especially in the 
northern part close to the border, and they where able to have a Member of Parliament 
elected every time there were an election. Soon though they lost the cities one by one, where 
the German Social Democracy split the Danish votes (Lassen 1976, p. 133).  
 
There were several reasons why a class consciousness worker could not vote for the Danish 
candidate:  
 
They did not focus on a social program. Their doctrine was policy of protest, which meant that 
they refused the ceremonial oath in the German Parliament and could not take part in 
decision making. If the voter wanted reforms a vote on the Danish candidate was wasted 
(Hansen 2009, p. 150-152).   
 
The Danish nationalist party never became a mass movement like the SPD. This was A. 
Krüger's20, the leading man in the party and member of the Parliament, fault. He controlled 
the party and did not want to share power and his predecessors continued this line (Ibid, p. 
152).  
 
The working class could not in most cases be members of the various associations around 
the nationalists; because it costed money and time they did not have (Ibid, p. 223).  
 
The Danish nationalist party was completely dominated by the bourgeoisie, which was 
centered around the farmers in the country side. It did not help that the bourgeoisie spoke 
German internally with each other. They had to reproduce themselves like the working class,   
to keep the control over the surplus value in a German state. This happened through 
embracing German language and culture (Ibid, p. 65).  
 
And finally the class struggle between the two classes was very sharp. Danes or not, as the 
quote from 1899 shows:  
  
                                                 
20 Møller Hans A. Krüger. 1816-1881. Was elected to the German parliament first time in 1867 and was a member until his 
death in 1881 (Hansen 2009, p. 150).   
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 “Unfortunately you see a lot of examples that the employees treat their workers as 
 inferior creatures, and they are told to sleep with the dumb cattle. German neighbors 
 and relatives are invited to feast, but your own Danish servants are denied access to 
 the inner circles of the family”.*   
 (Hansen 2009, p. 186) 
 
A result of this, amongst other things, the Danish bourgeoisie tried to divide the working class 
on the question of nationality by creating an all Danish workers union in 1911, but it never 
achieved any success and only had around 350 members in the region (Ibid, p. 224).  
 
4.4.0 The Danes in East-Africa  
In this section of the analysis, the sailor’s motive for fighting voluntary for Germany will be 
analyzed drawing on the theory of Historical Materialism and the early results from the 
chapters of the analysis.  
 
4.4.1 The Sailors Class Consciousness     
Under the imprisonment by the British forces, Nis Kock gained a source of income by making 
secret spaces in suitcases of the officers. This made him feel like a capitalist:  
 
 “In the time to come one officer after the other, will come and have me make a double 
 bottom in their suitcases. Soon I will feel like a capitalist (...)”.*  
  (Kock 1938, p. 104) 
 
The Danish sailors in German East-Africa were very aware of their place in society, but the 
war created a new situation, where the divisions between the classes were somewhat been 
rubbed out. Like Nis Kock's financial transaction with the German officers in the prison camp 
or when Nis Jacobsen meets the Danish bourgeoisie, when he was trapped in Indonesia:  
 
 “All the Danes I met at Java, have done many good things for me; most of them in high 
 positions, but never have any of them made me feel inferior. They wanted me to take 
 part in everything, except when it came to paying, they didn't allow me to take part”.*    
 (Jacobensen 1940, p. 68) 
 
The sailors were aware of the class struggle and defined themselves as in somewhat 
opposition to the capitalist. They defined themselves as working class. As in the words of Nis 
Kock when under massive pressure to keep the engine in 'Kronborg' running faster, because 
the ship is being chased by a British war ship: 
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“The inhuman hard work must be the explanation why the class struggles always are 
 so furious and bitter. They who must exhaust themselves like to think of enemies and 
not in a loving manner. Hard and exhausting work doesn't create idyllic thoughts”.*    
 (Christensen 1937, p. 71)  
 
4.4.2 The Material Condition of The Sailors  
The material conditions of the sailors and particularly the families back home are constantly in 
their minds. They had to fight for the daily bread and therefore, the material situation was a 
point of reference constantly. Kock and the rest of the crew on 'Kronborg' were happily 
surprised, when they discovered that because of the mission's high risk nature and that they  
were sailing under the Danish flag, they would get a regular Danish sailor salary:   
 
 “(...) besides they are payed the Danish sailor salary, this meaning that two thirds are 
 payed to their family back home, and one third to themselves. The last part was nice to 
 hear. This meant that they wouldn't suffer back home. That was a relief, because up till 
 now we were absolutely not payed Danish sailor salary, and nobody had payed any 
 attention to our families. I was about to shout “hurray” when I got the last information, 
 but I restrained myself”.*  
 (Christensen 1937, p. 25-26) 
 
The sailors worked to get a better material condition in 
society, and they were aware of the class struggle and 
their position in it. Furthermore the vast majority of them 
were highly trained workers linked to the maritime 
profession, which again was based in the cities.  
 
The sources available for the project ended up with 39 
different Danes active in the war in German East-Africa. 
According to the author Christensen there were 150 
Danes present in the German forces at the outbreak of 
the war. With crews of the two relief ships 'Kronborg' and 
'Marie' the number reached around 189. This number 
should be compared to that there only was around 3000 
Europeans in the German forces, which largely consisted 
of 40.000 natives (Christensen 1937, p. 5-6).    
 
 
 
 
Image 8. ’Marie’ the second relief ship 
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Present in German East-Africa at the outbreak of war the 1st of August 1914: Train operator 
Søren Hansen, Haderslev. Telegraph operator Hans Johansen, Broager. Barber Peter 
Thomsen, Haderslev (Kock 1938).     
 
The crew of 'Kronborg' arrives in Africa the 13th of April 1915: Captain Chr. Christiansen from 
Sild21, later chief of police in Magdeburg. First mate Daniels from Flensborg. Second mate 
Jes Bagger, Flensborg. Third mate Elborg, Aabenraa. First mechanic Chr. Hansen, Løjkirkeby. 
Second mechanic Hans Nissen, Nordborg. Third mechanic Lauritz Hansen, Sundeved. 
Assistant Willy Norling, Graasten. Operator of the telegraph Karotki, Aabenraa. Boatman 
Lorentz Mathiesen, Graasten. Attendant Anker Nissen, Haderslev. Chef Lorentzen, Husum. 
Chef assistant Tykkesen, Flensborg. Sailors: Mads Møller, Aabenraa, Peter Jørgensen, 
Haderslev, Christian Møller, Sotrupskov, Boysen, Flensborg. Carpenter Hans Hansen, 
Flensborg. Mechanics: Peter Hansen, Egernsund, Nis Kock, Sønderborg, Peter Albrechtsen, 
Sønderborg, Christian Hansen, Flensborg and H. Bartram, Sønderborg (Christensen 1937, p. 
236-237). 
 
The crew of 'Marie' arrives in Africa the 20th of February 1916: Electrician Nis Jacobsen, 
Christiansfeld. Nissen, Graasten later Bank director. Holm, Haderslev. Mathias Støcker, 
Flensborg. Sailor Knud Knudsen, Flensborg. Johannes Jensen, Flensborg. Chief mechanic 
Sørensen, Haderslev. Electrician Christiansen, Flensborg. Sailor Frits Greve. Mechanic 
assistant Th. Thomsen, Nordborg. Peter Christensen, Kajnæs. Third mate Iversen. Mechanic 
Toft (Jacobensen 1940).      
 
From the data present several things can be highlighted. The vast majority of the Danes were 
working class from the big cities, where the maritime profession was the main profession.  
 
4.4.3 The Sailors and The SPD 
As elaborated on chapter 4.2.0 the SPD enjoyed massive support in the maritime professions 
and the cities in Slesvig in general. When its further considered that the results the SPD 
achieved for the working class in Slesvig prior to WWI, and working with the theory of 
Historical Materialism, that states that the material conditions and the class struggle is 
fundamental for the individual in society, it brings the project to the conclusion that there are 
several indications that sailors may volunteered and fought to the support the workers 
movements centered around the SPD. They did not fight for the German Emperor. Working 
with the theories and empirical data the reader would get the impression that the sailors 
fought for a state and an election system that had given them several improvements of their 
material condition. They looked past their nationality and instead fought for their class.  
                                                 
21 It should be mentioned that maritime traditions was strong on Sild, Rømø and Egernsund. Authors note.  
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It must be kept in mind that the sailors at time of war did not know about the German defeat in 
WWI and the following referendum of 1920. They were all born under German rule and 56 
years is a long time. As Nis Kock states:  
 
 “I belonged to a generation, to whom the dream about Denmark was about to fade, in 
 the light of the harsh and clear reality, which faced us in the German barracks – 
 Germany's enormous. Invincible power”.*          
 (Christensen 1937, p. 30) 
 
In the sailor’s world they had to live under German rule until the day they died. As German 
citizens they had to fight in the war, but as explained in the problem area 1.1.0 they fought 
with great enthusiasm. This will be further discussed in chapter 6.2.0. This was a great 
contradiction with the rest of Danes in WWI, who were forced to fight and suffer on the West 
and East front of Europe (see chapter 6.4.0). The other 30.000 Danes were mostly from rural 
communities, where bourgeoisie ideology and nationalism was much stronger. The two 
groups shared language and culture, but it seems that the sailors had a future in Germany 
where the SPD made every day a little better, using the limited democratic system of the 
German state. The indications points to that class interest may have overruled their Danish 
nationalism. The SPD was real. The reunion with Denmark a dream.  
 
After the war in late 1919 Nis Kock and his comrades from 'Kronborg', had to go to Berlin to 
get their payment from their time in the navy. When the war ended with Germany's defeat the 
monarchy was dissolved and the SPD formed government and declared Germany a 
democratic republic. Due to the desperate times at the end of the war, the country was close 
to starvation and inspired by the Russian revolution in 1917, a series of communist 
revolutions started in Germany. The crew of 'Kronborg' was greeted in Berlin by communists 
that treated them with hostility and yelled 'Noskegardister22' after them. A good interpretation 
of this word in English would be 'Soldiers of Social Democracy' (Christensen 1937, p. 236). 
 
4.5.0 Sub-Conclusion                
The first part of the analysis deals with the theory of Historical Materialism by Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels and the Danish sailors in German East-Africa. An analysis of a longer 
historical period from around 1815 to 1920 in Slesvig, proofs that the region went from 
feudalism to capitalism. Capitalism generated a strong maritime profession in the region, but 
society was sharply divided into classes who struggle over the surplus value. The tough 
                                                 
22 Named after the Social Democratic Minister of Defense in 1919-1920, Gustav Noske 1868-1946 (Encyclopædia 
Britannica 1986, p. 802 volume 8).  
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conditions made the Danish working class in the cities open towards the German Social 
Democracy. The SPD's pressure on the German government generated several 
improvements for the working class in Slesvig, which again started a process where several 
indications points to that Danish sailors in the cities began to value their solidarity with the 
workers movement over their nationality. This was all though only a case with a worker 
minority in the cities, and did not spread to a bigger section of the working class in the country 
side due to lack of capitalist development in the region. But a group of this Danish worker 
minority volunteered to sail to German East-Africa with supplies during WWI, because of the 
before mentioned process. The impression is that they fought for the SPD and the promise of 
a better and more social German state. Their class interest may have overruled their 
nationalism. 
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5.0 Analysis Part Two 
 “Then came the greatest experience. The referendum was over; but I was able to see 
 our King riding across the border and through Christiansfeld on his white horse”.* 
 (Jacobensen 1940, p. 74) 
 
Part two of the analysis deals with 
Gramsci's theory of Cultural Hegemony 
and how this theory can give an insight 
to why the Danes in German East-Africa 
expressed a strong Danish nationalism, 
where especially the Danish royal family 
was the center of attention, as 
expressed in the quotation above by Nis 
Jacobsen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1.0 The Bourgeoisie and The Expansive Hegemony 
The Danish bourgeoisie became the hegemonic class in 1848. The bourgeoisie went to the 
Danish king in Copenhagen in a demonstration and demanded that Denmark became a 
democratic constitutional monarchy. The King agreed very quickly and just like that, the 
bourgeoisie had become the hegemonic class. The bourgeoisie ideology is liberalism, which 
is closely connected to nationalism at the time. The bourgeoisie ideology was spread through 
the hegemonic apparatuses like schools and newspapers. The royal family was often 
highlighted as a symbol of the nation and its long history. The bourgeoisie ideology soon 
became national religion, due to that the country went through the transformation from 
feudalism to capitalism (see chapter 4.1.0), further strengthening the liberalism ideology 
(Scocozza 1982, p. 49-62). 
 
This cultural hegemony had its real breakthrough with the popular classes, when the first 
Slesvig War began. The Germans living in the Danish Kingdom rebelled and the fighting 
continued the next three years. The Danish bourgeoisie won the war, but it really divided the 
population in Slesvig, where the main fighting took place. The popular classes became very 
aware of what nationality they belonged to. There was no better way to show your Danish 
Image 9. The Danish King crosses the border 
1920. 
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consciousness than to celebrate Danish culture out in the open, and make the royal family the 
national symbol. This strong nationalism continued the next 14 years until 1864 (Ibid).  
 
5.2.0 The Class Alliance in Slesvig 
After the German annexation in 1864 the Danish bourgeoisie ideology continued in school, 
churches, newspapers etc. for some time, but they were all closed down or restricted over a 
number of years. The Danish bourgeoisie newspapers were the only papers written in the 
Danish language in Slesvig and therefore their hegemonic principle could still have an 
essential influence on the Danish speaking working class. The bourgeoisie tried to stabilize 
their class alliance through the years, and they were looking beyond their corporatist interest 
an expressed some of the interest of the working class. Both groups was repressed by 
German authorities and they joined to try to defend themselves against this common enemy, 
but as elaborated on in chapter 4.3.0 this relations could not continue between the 
bourgeoisie and the working class in the cities (Lassen 1976, p. 14 & 133) (Hansen 2009, p. 
186). 
 
5.3.0 The Question of Transformism 
As elaborated on in chapter 4.4.1 the Danish sailors in German East-Africa showed a class 
consciousness. As stated in chapter 2.3.3 in the theory section, Gramsci divided the class 
consciousness in to three levels:  
 
The political consciousness of a class goes through three stages before it can become 
hegemonic class:  
 
 a) The primitive economic element, in which a groups own professional interest are 
 expressed, but not as a social class interest. 
 
 b) The political economic element, where a class' economic interest is expressed, but 
 only on the economic level.  
 
 c)The third element is hegemony in which a class' own corporatist interest, the present 
 and future development, is limited by a purely economic class thinking, therefore must 
 the interest of the class also become the interest of the lower classes. This is achieved 
 through ideological struggle, which creates unity between economic, political and 
 intellectual goals, which organize all problems in the struggle on a universal non 
 corporatist level and thereby creates for a fundamental group hegemony over a line of 
 subordinate groups (Mouffe 1979, p. 180). 
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It would be reasonable to state that the sailor’s consciousness could be place in level b, 
based on the analysis in chapter 4.4.1. Their behavior during the war raises the question if the 
sailors were being influenced by a new cultural hegemony or was moving towards one.  
 
Based on the analysis conducted in chapter 4.2.0 the research states that the Danish sailors 
were being integrated into German workers movement around the SPD through transformism 
or the passive revolution. The SPD was expressing and improving the Danish working class' 
material condition in Slesvig before they formed their own movements, thereby neutralizing 
them and gaining passive support from the sailors.    
 
The process analyzed in chapter 4.4.3 indicates that the sailors were moving away from the 
passive support to the active, creating a real cultural hegemony, but the process was stopped 
due to Germany's defeat in the war and the referendum afterwards in 1920, where the 
northern part of Slesvig returned to Denmark.  
 
5.4.0 Sub-Conclusion 
The bourgeoisie became the hegemonic class in 1848 in the Kingdom of Denmark, and 
spread its ideology through society. This ideology was based on liberalism and nationalism, 
which became a popular religion, because capitalism became the mode of production and the 
First Slesvig War created a class alliance between the classes. After the German annexation 
of Slesvig the bourgeoisie cultural hegemony continued for some time through different 
hegemonic apparatuses. This explained why the sailors expressed this strong Danish 
nationalism, but statements and actions indicate that they were moving towards a new 
hegemonic principle center around the SPD. Through transformism the SPD gained support 
from the sailors and the working class in general. They were at a point between two cultural 
hegemonic principles moving towards the workers movement, but the process was halted due 
to the end of WWI and North Slesvig returning to Denmark.  
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6.0 Discussion     
In the following section several topics, which are relevant to discuss in relation to the Danish 
sailors in German East-Africa will be presented. These topics were not essential to the 
analysis.  
 
6.1.0 Impact on The War 
As already stated in chapter 4.4.2 there were only around 200 Danes in German East-Africa 
during the war. Is it even relevant to research them in relations to the rest of the war, where 
millions of soldiers were engaged? Going back to the problem area 1.1.0 and Lettow-
Vorbeck's statement about the first relief ship 'Kronborg'.    
 
“The arrival of the store-ship aroused tremendous enthusiasm, since it proved that 
 communication between us and home still existed. All of us listened with  eagerness to 
the stories of the Captain, Lieutenant Christiansen, when he arrived at  my 
Headquarters at New Moshi after his wound was healed. The terrific fighting at  home, 
the spirit of self-sacrifice and boundless enterprise which inspired the deeds of  the 
German troops, awakened a response in our hearts. Many who had been 
 despondent now took courage once more, since they learned that what appears 
 impossible can be achieved if effort is sustained by determination”.  
 (Lettow-Vorbeck 1920, p. 68) 
 
It cannot be expressed enough that the Danish sailors had a huge impact on the war in Africa. 
According to Lettow-Vorbeck, the commander in chief in East-Africa, the cargo the two ships 
brought was essential to wage the war in the bush as long as Lettow-Vorbeck did. The war in 
East-Africa first ended when the word of the armistice in Europe reached the German forces 
in November 1918. The artillery and ammunition the Danes brought through to the Germans 
shifted the odds in the German favor in many battles. The mine production, which was Nis 
Kock's sole responsibility, halted the British forces in many advances. The Königsberg 
regiment, where the majority of the Danes were located, was an elite formation due to the 
high number of Europeans in the unit. Regiment Königsberg kept the Belgian forces out of 
Tanzania for more than a year. Even though that Africa was a sideshow to the war in Europe, 
it must be kept in mind that the war finally shifted in the Allies favor in March 1918. This only 
happened, because USA joined the Allies providing the necessary man power to break the 
tide. In East-Africa the odds were 10:1 in the Allies favor. The Allies could not break Lettow-
Vorbeck forces and the Germans / Danes was binding a lot of men and resources to Africa, 
over 300.000, which was badly needed in Europe (Lettow-Vorbeck 1920, p. 112-
144)(Sørensen 2005, p. 277-290).  
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6.2.0 Pressure and Opportunities 
War is a time where society as a whole becomes militarized and it would be easy to think that 
the sailors just did what they were told do by the military chain of command, but this is not 
case. The sailors did way more than what was asked of them. Firstly the whole crew on 
'Kronborg' was volunteers. In Nis Kock's case it is unbelievable, that he volunteered to a 
mission of this nature, because he just became a father and got a special relief to visit his 
new born son. If he had chosen to stay home, he would have been able to visit his family on a 
regular basis and write letters to them (Christensen 1937, p. 8-10).  
 
Except for the Jutland battle, the German grand fleet was not engaged in combat for the 
majority of the war. The Danes would have been a lot safer in Europe than in Africa 
(Sørensen 2005, p. 131-135). 
 
Nis Kock was asked after the war, why they did not start a mutiny, while sailing on 'Kronborg'. 
They were all Danes and it was supposedly not their war. It would have been very easy to 
take control over the ship and sail it to British territory. Kock answered that the thought did not 
cross his mind (Christensen 1937, p. 46).  
 
Nis Jacobensen did not volunteer to sail to Africa, but he had several opportunities as well. 
While sailing on 'Marie' the whole crew was armed with pistols, and the only German on 
board was the captain. Again the thought of mutiny did not cross his mind (Jacobensen 1940, 
p. 16). 
 
After arriving in Africa, the sailors engaged in the war with great enthusiasm. Peter Hansen 
from Egernsund was rewarded with the iron cross of the third degree23 for bravery. Chr. 
Hansen from Løjtkirkeby became an officer, because he was a notorious daredevil. Hans 
Johansen from Broager became a patrol leader undertaking dangerous missions in the 
enemy rear. Nis Kock, while on the retreat from the British forces, leading an ammunition 
safari with 450 native carriers, was surrounded by hostile forces. Kock, the only armed white 
man and deadly sick with malaria, refused to surrender, and fought his way through the 
enemy patrols. Lettow-Vorbeck is so impressed by this achievement that he thanked Kock in 
person (Christensen 1937, p. 144, 155 & 132-140)(Kock 1938, p. 70).            
 
When Nis Jacobensen's ship 'Marie' arrived in Africa in 1916, 10 Danes volunteered to stay 
and fight, while the other tried to sail to Indonesia. One of them was Peter Christensen from 
Kajnæs, who died defending his Howitzer (a piece of artillery). In Indonesia, Jacobensen 
helped Knud Knudsen, Iversen and Toft who all wanted to return to the fighting in Europe, and 
                                                 
23 Heights military order in Germany (Encyclopædia Britannica 1986, p. 388 volume 6).   
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not wait the war out in Indonesia, like Jacobsen (Jacobensen 1940, p. 29 & 38).  
 
From the data available, which gave the project 39 Danes active in the war in German East-
Africa, 9 of them payed with their lives. They died from Malaria, snake bites or was killed in 
combat. Many was marked by the war for the rest of their lives. Many suffered from chronic 
malaria afterwards, and Nis Kock lost one of his eyes, when a mine by accident exploded in 
his face.   
 
6.3.0 The Question of War Euphoria      
 “The War – it's the adventure, the test of the man, of what he is capable of. The road to 
 trips to foreign countries, to heroic deeds, to honor and fame! The wave of enthusiasm 
 of the war is starting to rise. I am not ashamed to admit, that is also touched me. It was 
 only the very weak, who didn't feel the rush of the blood through the veins. I have 
 spoken to many Danes from South Jutland in this first time of war. They wasn't on 
 Germany's side, but the adventure also tempted a lot of them. This was only natural for 
 healthy unspoiled human beings. We didn't know the true face of the war”.*   
− Claus Eskildsen Danish war veteran from Slesvig (Sørensen 2005, p. 65) 
 
When dealing with soldiers in WWI, a discussion of war euphoria should be included. 
Amongst historians it is argued that the youth at the time was killing each other with such 
great virtuosity, because they were brought up with a strong nationalism, and when the war 
was declared in the summer of 1914, they joined the armies in a great rush of war euphoria.  
 
As elaborated on in the previous chapter, the Danish sailors engaged in fighting with 
enthusiasm, but to say that they were gripped by war euphoria or they simply enjoyed killing, 
would not be a very nuanced picture of the events that took place.   
 
Firstly the crew of 'Kronborg' first volunteered in November 1914. The war started in August 
the same year. The worst war euphoria was gone at this point, and the crew was completely 
aware of the slaughter that took place in the trenches, and it affected them that many had 
relatives in the armed forces (Christensen 1937, p. 7).  
 
The second ship 'Marie' first set sails in January 1916. At this point the war had turned into a 
nightmare.   
 
The sailors did not enjoy the war. Right after they volunteered they regretted it and considered 
the options to back out. But they had volunteered and the war became their duty. Most of the 
time they thought of their families, and they had a terrible time in Africa. Especially in the later 
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stages of the campaign. Diseases, monsoon rain, dangerous animal life, starvation, a material 
superior enemy and the death of friends, was the life at the front in Africa.  
 
Nis Kock had many regrets towards his mine production:  
 
 “ Now – and then by the way – I often think of which disaster these terrible 
 constructions may caused humans and animals(...)”* 
           (Christensen 1937, p. 162) 
 
When Nis Jacobsen gets the opportunity to quit the war by staying in Indonesia he takes it. 
He had had enough of the war. 
 
In the author's impression they did not fight with this great enthusiasm, because they enjoyed 
war, but because they thought their cause was just.  
 
6.4.0 Other Danes in WWI 
 “In foreign soil as victims for a foreign cause”:* 
− Mikael Steffensen Danish war veteran from Slesvig (Sørensen 2005, p. 177) 
 
30.000 Danes fought in WWI. 6.000 
died. Most of them were from small 
rural communities in the country side. 
They did not want to fight in the war. 
2.500 deserted to Denmark through the 
war to get away from the fighting. Nis 
Jacobensen's younger brother was one 
of them.  
 
 
 
 
 
The allies were aware that the Danes were an oppressed minority in Germany, and the Allied 
forces opened special prison camps just for Danes in Britain, France and Russia. From early 
1917 the Danes were in the French prison camp Aurillac, not even guarded and they lived 
freely amongst the local farmers until the end of the war (Sørensen 2005, p. 177-179).  
 
 
Image 10. Danes on the West front France 
1917 
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6.5.0 The Sailors and The Danish public      
When the war ended on the 11th of November, Nis Kock and the surviving members of 
'Kronborg' and ‘Marie’ were located in a British prison camp in Egypt. The Danish government 
negotiated with the Allies, which lead to that the Danes were released before everybody else, 
because they should participate in the national referendum in 1920. The Danish prisoners 
were picked up the 23th of August 1919 by the school ship 'Valkyrien'. By coincidence the two 
Danish princes Knud and Frederik were on board (Kock 1938, p. 131-133).  
 
When the ship landed in Copenhagen the 10th of September 1919, the Danish sailors were 
greeted by a huge crowd on docks. They were celebrated like heroes. They lived free of 
charge with their reunited families in the capital a couple of days. It was arranged that the 
sailors had a gala feast, with the ministers of the government, before returning to Slesvig 
(Ibid, p. 149-155).  
 
Investigating newspapers from that day in 1919, nothing indicates that the public had any 
knowledge about that the sailors volunteered to fight for Germany. Actually the papers 
believed that they fought on the Balkans. The sailors likely kept their mouth shut and were 
absorbed in the national myth of the Danish minority in Slesvig (Politiken 1919, p. 
4)(Berlingske Tidende 1919, p. 7).  
 
This may explain why Kock's and Jacobensen's books were first published so many years 
after the war.   
 
6.6.0 The Referendum in 1920 
Using Historical Materialism in this project, lead to that this author noticed some interesting 
processes and phenomenon’s around the referendum in 1920, and in the voter patterns in the 
decades afterwards. There is no doubt that the Danish workers, who usually voted for the 
SPD in Slesvig, at the referendum the majority of this group voted for the reunion with 
Denmark. Slesvig was divided into two regions. A northern and a southern. The new border 
just went north of Flensborg. The northern region which returned to Denmark was called 
South Jutland (Lassen 1976, p. 159). 
 
In the German voting campaign before the referendum a new word in German was invented: 
'Speckdänen'. A good translation is not available, but it means something like: people who 
becomes Danes for the fat or wealth. Germany was defeated in the war, close to starvation 
and the political situation was very unstable. Denmark on the other hand was a country in 
prosperity, almost untouched by the war. It is unsure how many Germans who voted for the 
reunion with Denmark, but a large group did. They put their material condition over their 
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nationality (Ibid, p. 203).  
 
Afterwards the South Jutland was a scoop and a 
bastion for the left wing in Danish politics. The SPD 
recommended its members, who now were Danish 
citizens, to vote for the Danish Social Democracy 
and they did. In the 1930's, when the Danish 
communists first achieved two seats in the 
Parliament, one of the elected was from 
Copenhagen, the other one from South Jutland 
(Ibid, p. 215). 
 
The 1930's was a very unstable period in Europe, 
and while Denmark was in a deep economic 
depression, Germany was recovering fast, due to 
the rearmament of its armies under the leadership of 
Adolf Hitler. A larger section of the population in 
South Jutland now wanted to return to Germany 
(Ibid, p. 221-233).  
 
 
Once again in 1945, when Germany for the second time was destroyed and defeated in 
WWII, a very large section of the population in the remaining German part of Slesvig now 
wanted to join Denmark, which again was almost untouched by the war. The border question 
was finally settled between the two countries in 1955 (Ibid, p. 260-264).  
 
The material conditions seemed very important for the population in Slesvig, for both Danes 
and Germans. Many Danes was shocked right after the referendum in 1920, when several 
prominent Danes from Slesvig claimed that the reunion with Denmark was in the last minute. 
Only because of Slesvig's slow development towards capitalism, this left the majority of the 
population in professions dealing with agriculture. The independent farmers were the 
backbone of the Danish bourgeoisie ideology and the slow development of the means of 
productions prevented Slesvig from becoming completely absorbed in Germany (Ibid, p. 147). 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 11. Slesvig with the modern border 
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7.0 Conclusion 
This investigation wanted to research why a group of Danish sailors, who expressed a very 
strong nationalism, volunteered to fight in German East-Africa during The Great war from 
1914 to 1918. The sailors were from the former Danish area of Slesvig, which was annexed 
by Germany in 1864, and the Danish culture was severely oppressed in the next 56 years.  
 
By explaining this phenomenon the project implied the theory of Historical Materialism by Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels. The theory's focus points are the developments of the means of 
production, which creates the material conditions for the class struggle in society. The class 
struggle in Slesvig was harsh and therefore the workers began in the maritime professions in 
the cities to relate to the SPD, which expressed their class interest. The SPD achieved 
several improvements for the maritime working class in Slesvig, which lead this project to 
conclude based on several indications that sailors may volunteered, because they did not 
know about the outcome of the war and the return to Denmark, and therefore they fought, 
because they considered it their duty to defend the somewhat democratic system, that had 
improved their material conditions. The impression generated from the researches conducted 
in this project give the indication that in the case of the Danish sailors in East-Africa 1914-
1918 the class interest overruled popular nationalism. The possibility of existing sources, 
which were not used in this investigation, generates a point of criticism, which prevent the 
project from stating a more firm conclusion.      
 
By using the theory of Antonio Gramsci: The Cultural Hegemony; the project discovered that 
the working class sailors expressed this strong nationalism, because the Danish bourgeoisie 
created a cultural hegemony in 1848, when they became a hegemonic class creating a 
national religion. The class alliance between the bourgeoisie and the working class in Slesvig, 
was further strengthened by the wars between Denmark and Germany in 1848 - 1850 and 
1864. But the sailors were drifting towards a new Hegemony in the form of transformism 
generated from the German Social Democracy; the SPD. 
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8.0 Perspective 
The research for this project was conducted in the spring of 2013. Next November it is a 
hundred years since the sailors volunteered to sail and fight in East-Africa. It is a fair question 
to ask why these events are relevant today. Firstly he project generated new knowledge of 
this relative unknown case in Danish history, but working from a social science perspective 
there is another lesson that can be drawn from the research. The question of nationalism is 
surprisingly enough just as relevant today as almost a hundred years ago. In the name of 
nationalism and defence Danish soldiers are being send to Iraq and Afghanistan. Worker's 
material conditions are being cut in the name of improving the national companies’ ability to 
be competitive on the world market. The working class is sacrificing lives and material 
conditions in the name of nationalism, but as the sailors from WWI show us, nationalism is not 
the unstoppable social force as it seems to be. Nationalism is a thought process, which the 
individual can chose to relate to or not. 
 
In 2003 the Danish prime minister said, that the Danish nation should go to war with Iraq to 
defend the country's national security. Afterwards it seems that the only one, who benefited 
from that war, was that particular Danish prime minister, who because of the war secured 
himself a high paying job in NATO as the General Secretary, improving his social status and 
material condition. The prime minister in 2003 and the sailors in 1914 points to the fact that, 
there are more important things in the human condition than empty words and national 
symbols.   
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